CALL FOR ARTIST SUBMISSIONS

All cultural artist are welcome to submit for consideration for 2017/2018
We are booked in all galleries until March 2017. Teams of artist are also welcome.

Curators:

EXHIBITION APPLICATION FORM:

NAME of Artist:

MAILING ADDRESS:

CITY:                        STATE:                        ZIP CODE:

DAYTIME PHONE:

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

3- image submission allowed – Send Jpeg or PDF files no larger then 2 mb each.
List each image name, title, frame size (if relevant) or description of art (images only for this phase)
Title of exhibition:

1.

2.

3.

FRAMING/MOUNTING/DELIVERY... If selected, Artist will provide framing or installation ready art. All art by a single Artist/Photographer are to be delivered to the Trickster Gallery, 190 S. Roselle Rd. Schaumburg, IL 60193, prepared to hang/display, including all hardware needed.

Artist/Photographer is responsible for delivery and pickup of their images to and from the Trickster Gallery. The Trickster Gallery is not responsible for shipping or any images left at their premises after the exhibit’s conclusion.

TIMELINE... Entries can be submitted any time. They will be reviewed at quarterly meetings for consideration. The CEO will notify those accepted by email. If accepted, show-ready art is due at the Trickster Gallery on a date to be agreed upon based on artist availability and exhibit space schedule.

By submitting my images I grant Trickster Gallery, 190 S. Roselle Rd. Schaumburg, IL 60193 www.trickstergallery.com the right to share in committee only until approved for future exhibit.

Trickster Gallery is an IL-501C3 non-profit organization. The Only Native American owned and operated in Illinois.